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A recent survey found
that more than half of
retirees have
retirement planning
regrets. Unfortunately,
many of these retirees
had to cut back on
their lifestyles to
compensate for
financial shortfalls.1
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Considering their most common regrets may
help you avoid making the same mistakes.

Not saving enough
To schedule an appointment, please
contact us at schedule@mcmva.com
or toll free at 877-435-2489.
2019 IRS Contribution Limits

More than one-third of retirees wish they had
saved more.2 How much is enough? The
amount you need depends on your other
sources of income and your anticipated
retirement lifestyle.
It might be helpful to consider the 4% rule, a
traditional guideline for the percentage of
savings that you may be able to withdraw each
year without depleting your nest egg over a
30-year retirement. For example, $100,000 in
savings would provide only $4,000 in annual
income. If you will need $20,000 from your
savings each year, you should have $500,000
socked away by the time you retire.
Withdrawing $40,000 annually might require $1
million in savings.

Q4 2019 Newsletter
Ten Year-End Tax Tips for 2019
Five Times in Your Life When You Might
Need Help with Your Finances

Relying too much on Social Security
Social Security was never meant to meet all
your retirement income needs. The average
2019 monthly benefit of $1,461 for a retired
worker and $2,448 for a couple would hardly
provide a comfortable retirement. The 2019
maximum worker benefit of $2,861 at full
retirement age would be better, but that would
require maximum taxable Social Security
earnings for at least 35 years. If you postpone
claiming Social Security after reaching full
retirement age, your benefit increases by 8%
annually. For example, if you were born in 1960
or later, your full retirement age will be 67 under
current law, so working until age 70 would
increase your benefit by 24%.3
According to the most recent trustees report,
Social Security may be able to pay out only
77% of scheduled retirement benefits beginning
in 2034, unless Congress takes action to
strengthen the program.4 Considering the
importance of Social Security, it seems unlikely
that benefits will be reduced to that level, but
this is another reason not to count too much on
Social Security benefits for retirement income.

Not paying off debts

Carrying heavy debt can be a strain at any
stage of life, but it can be especially difficult for
retirees living on a fixed income. Paying off
your home before you retire not only reduces
The longer you have before retirement, the
your monthly expenses but also provides equity
more time you have to take advantage of
that could be tapped if necessary for future
long-term savings and compounding of
needs. Before paying off your mortgage,
potential returns.
however, it might be wise to pay off credit cards
If you have a workplace plan, you might start by and other high-interest loans.
saving enough to receive any employer match
and then increase your savings percentage by The road to retirement can be challenging, but
avoiding the mistakes made by those who have
1% each year until you reach 15% or more.
traveled before you may help you reach your
You may need to target a higher percentage if
you get a late start. Even if retirement is coming destination with fewer regrets.
soon, you might be surprised by how much you 1-2 National Association of Plan Advisors, December
8, 2018
can save if you focus on that goal.
3-4
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What health services aren't covered by
Medicare?
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Ten Year-End Tax Tips for 2019
Here are 10 things to consider as you weigh
potential tax moves between now and the end
of the year.

1. Set aside time to plan

Timing of itemized
deductions and the
increased standard
deduction
Recent tax law changes
substantially increased the
standard deduction amounts
and made significant changes
to itemized deductions. It may
now be especially useful to
bunch itemized deductions in
certain years; for example,
when they would exceed the
standard deduction.
IRA and retirement plan
contributions
For 2019, you can contribute
up to $19,000 to a 401(k) plan
($25,000 if you're age 50 or
older) and up to $6,000 to
traditional and Roth IRAs
combined ($7,000 if you're age
50 or older). The window to
make 2019 contributions to an
employer plan generally closes
at the end of the year, while
you typically have until the due
date of your federal income tax
return (not including
extensions) to make 2019 IRA
contributions.

Effective planning requires that you have a
good understanding of your current tax
situation, as well as a reasonable estimate of
how your circumstances might change next
year. There's a real opportunity for tax savings
if you'll be paying taxes at a lower rate in one
year than in the other. However, the window for
most tax-saving moves closes on December
31, so don't procrastinate.

2. Defer income to next year
Consider opportunities to defer income to 2020,
particularly if you think you may be in a lower
tax bracket then. For example, you may be able
to defer a year-end bonus or delay the
collection of business debts, rents, and
payments for services. Doing so may enable
you to postpone payment of tax on the income
until next year.

3. Accelerate deductions
You might also look for opportunities to
accelerate deductions into the current tax year.
If you itemize deductions, making payments for
deductible expenses such as medical
expenses, qualifying interest, and state taxes
before the end of the year (instead of paying
them in early 2020) could make a difference on
your 2019 return.

4. Factor in the AMT
If you're subject to the alternative minimum tax
(AMT), traditional year-end maneuvers such as
deferring income and accelerating deductions
can have a negative effect. Essentially a
separate federal income tax system with its
own rates and rules, the AMT effectively
disallows a number of itemized deductions. For
example, if you're subject to the AMT in 2019,
prepaying 2020 state and local taxes probably
won't help your 2019 tax situation, but could
hurt your 2020 bottom line. Taking the time to
determine whether you may be subject to the
AMT before you make any year-end moves
could help you avoid a costly mistake.

5. Bump up withholding to cover a tax
shortfall
If it looks as though you're going to owe federal
income tax for the year, especially if you think
you may be subject to an estimated tax penalty,
consider asking your employer (on Form W-4)
to increase your withholding for the remainder
of the year to cover the shortfall. The biggest
advantage in doing so is that withholding is

considered as having been paid evenly
throughout the year instead of when the dollars
are actually taken from your paycheck. This
strategy can also be used to make up for low or
missing quarterly estimated tax payments. With
all the recent tax changes, it may be especially
important to review your withholding in 2019.

6. Maximize retirement savings
Deductible contributions to a traditional IRA and
pre-tax contributions to an employer-sponsored
retirement plan such as a 401(k) can reduce
your 2019 taxable income. If you haven't
already contributed up to the maximum amount
allowed, consider doing so by year-end.

7. Take any required distributions
Once you reach age 70½, you generally must
start taking required minimum distributions
(RMDs) from traditional IRAs and
employer-sponsored retirement plans (an
exception may apply if you're still working for
the employer sponsoring the plan). Take any
distributions by the date required — the end of
the year for most individuals. The penalty for
failing to do so is substantial: 50% of any
amount that you failed to distribute as required.

8. Weigh year-end investment moves
You shouldn't let tax considerations drive your
investment decisions. However, it's worth
considering the tax implications of any year-end
investment moves that you make. For example,
if you have realized net capital gains from
selling securities at a profit, you might avoid
being taxed on some or all of those gains by
selling losing positions. Any losses over and
above the amount of your gains can be used to
offset up to $3,000 of ordinary income ($1,500
if your filing status is married filing separately)
or carried forward to reduce your taxes in future
years.

9. Beware the net investment income
tax
Don't forget to account for the 3.8% net
investment income tax. This additional tax may
apply to some or all of your net investment
income if your modified adjusted gross income
(AGI) exceeds $200,000 ($250,000 if married
filing jointly, $125,000 if married filing
separately, $200,000 if head of household).

10. Get help if you need it
There's a lot to think about when it comes to tax
planning. That's why it often makes sense to
talk to a tax professional who is able to
evaluate your situation and help you determine
if any year-end moves make sense for you.
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Five Times in Your Life When You Might Need Help with Your Finances
As you move through different stages of life,
you will face new and unique financial
situations. Did you just get engaged? Perhaps
you are wondering how you and your partner
are going to manage your money together. Do
you have children? Maybe you are looking for
ways to pay for their college education.
When you navigate through these various life
events, you might seek professional guidance
to help you make sound financial choices.

1. Getting married
The cost and availability of
life insurance depend on
factors such as age, health,
and the type and amount of
insurance purchased.
All investing involves risk,
including the possible loss
of principal, and there can
be no assurance that any
investment strategy will be
successful.
Taxable distributions from
retirement plans and IRAs
prior to age 59½ may be
subject to a 10% penalty tax
unless an exception applies.
Disability premiums are
based on your age, gender,
occupation, and the amount
of potential lost income you
are trying to protect, as well
as the specifics of the
policy and what additional
benefits are added.

4. Paying for college
Paying for college is a major financial
undertaking and usually involves a combination
of strategies to help cover costs — savings,
financial aid, income during the college years,
and potentially other creative cost-cutting
measures. Hopefully, you've been saving
money on a regular basis to amass a healthy
sum when your child is ready for college. But as
college costs continue to rise each year, what
you've saved may not be enough.

For this reason, many families supplement their
savings at college time with federal or college
financial aid. Federal aid can include student
and parent loans (need-based and
non-need-based), grants and work-study (both
need-based), while college aid consists
primarily of grants and scholarships
(need-based and merit-based). In fact, college
You'll want to discuss your financial goals and
grants and scholarships can make up a
determine which are most important to both of
significant portion of the college funding puzzle,
you. You should also prepare a budget to make so exploring the availability of college aid is
sure you are spending less than you earn.
probably the single biggest thing you can do
Other issues to consider as a couple include
after saving regularly to optimize your bottom
combining financial accounts, integrating
line. In addition to financial aid, you might take
insurance coverage, and increasing retirement out a private college loan or borrow against
plan contributions.
your home equity. Or you might pay college
expenses using your current income or other
2. Buying a home
savings or investments.
Buying a home can be stressful, especially for
5. Saving for retirement
first-time homebuyers. Since most people
finance their home purchases, buying a house You know that saving for retirement is
usually means getting a mortgage. As a result, important. However, sometimes it's easy to
you'll need to determine how large a mortgage delay saving while you're still young and
you can afford by taking into account your
retirement seems too far off in the future.
gross monthly income, housing expenses, and Proper planning is important, and the sooner
long-term debt.
you get started, the easier it will be to meet
And if you haven't already done so, you'll need your retirement income needs. Depending on
your desired retirement lifestyle, experts
to save for a down payment. Traditionally,
lenders have required a 20% down payment on suggest that you may need 80% to 100% of
the purchase of a home, however many lenders your pre-retirement income to maintain your
standard of living. However, this is only a
now offer loans with lower down payments.
general guideline. To determine your specific
3. Starting a family
needs, you'll need to estimate all your potential
sources of retirement income and retirement
Starting a family is an important — and
expensive — commitment. As your family grows, expenses, taking taxes and inflation into
account.
you will likely need to reassess and make
changes to your budget. Many of your living
Once you've estimated how much money you'll
expenses will increase (e.g., grocery,
need for retirement, your next goal is to save
health-care, and housing costs). In addition,
that amount. Employer-sponsored retirement
you'll need to account for new expenses such
plans like 401(k)s and 403(b)s are powerful
as child care and building a college fund.
savings tools because you can make pre-tax
Having a family also means you should review contributions (reducing your current taxable
your insurance coverage needs. Life insurance income), and any investment earnings grow tax
deferred until withdrawn, when they are taxed
can help protect your family from financial
uncertainty if you die, while disability insurance as ordinary income. You may be able to
enhance your savings even more if your
will help replace your income if you become
employer matches contributions. IRAs also
injured or sick.
offer tax-deferred growth of earnings.
Getting married is an exciting time in one's life,
but it also brings about many challenges. One
challenge that you and your spouse will face is
how to merge your finances. Careful planning
and communication are important, since the
financial decisions you make now can have a
lasting impact on your future.
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This information is provided by
Millennium Advisory Services, Inc. and
is for informational purposes only. The
commentary was not drafted by
Millennium Advisory Services, Inc. and
therefore we cannot guarantee the
accuracy, although we believe it to be
correct.
Broadridge Investor Communication
Solutions, Inc. does not provide
investment, tax, or legal advice. The
information presented here is not
specific to any individual's personal
circumstances.
To the extent that this material
concerns tax matters, it is not intended
or written to be used, and cannot be
used, by a taxpayer for the purpose of
avoiding penalties that may be imposed
by law. Each taxpayer should seek
independent advice from a tax
professional based on his or her
individual circumstances.

What health services aren't covered by Medicare?
Original Medicare — Part A
hospital insurance and Part B
medical insurance — offers
broad coverage, but many
services are not covered.
Some may be fully or partially covered by a
Part C Medicare Advantage Plan, which
replaces Original Medicare, or a Medigap
policy, which supplements Original Medicare.
Both are offered by Medicare-approved private
insurers. (You cannot have both a Medicare
Advantage Plan and a Medigap policy.)

Dental and vision care. Original Medicare
does not cover routine dental or vision care.
Some Medicare Advantage and Medigap plans
may offer coverage for either or both of these
needs. You might also consider private dental
and/or vision insurance.
Hearing care and hearing aids. Some
Medicare Advantage plans may cover hearing
aids and exams.

Medical care outside the United States.
Original Medicare does not offer coverage
outside the United States. Some Medicare
Whether you are looking forward to Medicare in Advantage and Medigap plans offer coverage
the future or are already enrolled, you should
for emergency care abroad. You can also
consider these potential expenses.
purchase a private travel insurance policy.
Deductibles, copays, and coinsurance.
Costs for covered services can add up, and —
unlike most private insurance — there is no
annual out-of-pocket maximum. Medicare
Advantage and Medigap plans may pay all or a
percentage of these costs and may include an
out-of-pocket maximum.

Long-term care. Medicare does not cover
"custodial care" in a nursing home or home
health care. You may be able to purchase
long-term care (LTC) insurance from private
insurers.

A complete statement of coverage, including
exclusions, exceptions, and limitations, is found
Prescription drugs. For coverage, you need to only in the LTC insurance policy. It should be
enroll in a Part D prescription drug plan or a
noted that LTC insurance carriers have the
Medicare Advantage plan that includes drug
discretion to raise their rates and remove their
coverage.
products from the marketplace.

These materials are provided for
general information and educational
purposes based upon publicly available
information from sources believed to be
reliable—we cannot assure the accuracy
or completeness of these materials.
The information in these materials may
change at any time and without notice.
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